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All conceptual content and copy herein is the intellectual property of Curamia. 
Aside from imagery generated by Curamia, all imagery used in this presentation is created using found and existing assets 

to illustrate a brand direction. The intention is to use this as a guide for creating proprietary assets for Curamia in the future.
The application samples here containing photography are not intended for execution. They are digital mock-ups only. 



IT'S TIME 
FOR A REINVENTION

Enter Dafna Mizrahi and Melissa Del Savio.
Dafna, a Mexican-Jewish chef, restauranteur, winner of
‘Chopped’ and a woman of influence by the age of 27.

Melissa, an industry-insider and fashionista who came up 
'behind the stick'.  Today, she’s a respected aficionado 

of all things sales and distribution—and what’s crave-worthy 
behind the worlds' most notable spirit brands.

If there were ever a time for reinvention in a space—
and one that’s also deeply personal to both of them—it’s now.

With roots in Mexico, upstate New York and the Deep South,
this power duo's vision has been to create a genre-bending,

wellness-driven, lifestyle brand. An authentic juice from Jalisco 
that is true to Dafna's Mexican heritage and Melissa’s experience. 
A beautiful tequila that stands out in a sea of brands synonymous 

with mediocrity and machismo in the U.S.

We are pushing the boundaries, we are sticking together, we are 
growing a female space in this business.

—Dafna Mizrahi
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WELCOME TO

INTRODUCED BY 
DAFNA MIZRAHI & MELISSA DEL SAVIO



brand promise

CURAMIA IS TRAILBLAZING A NEW WAY TO TEQUILA— 
GENRE-BENDING, SUPERIOR, AND AUTHENTIC. 

UNIQUELY FEMALE FOUNDED & FUNDED, WE'RE REDEFINING 
HOW IT’S MADE AND HOW IT’S ENJOYED, 

ALWAYS ROOTED IN OUR MEXICAN HERITAGE AND 
OUR TRUEST SPIRIT. 



THE TRUEST TEQUILA 
One that’s citrus and sunshine. Full-bodied fruit and clean of  additives.  

It travels well, beyond a menu—to dinner parties, poolside, or 
your kitchen while you cook. 



TO INSPIRE A NEW GENERATION 
OF TEQUILA LOVERS.

mission



 WHEN IN CURAMIA,
WE CELEBRATE!

JOIN US
 

Pull up an adirondack and a glass. 
Gather your friends. Or toast yourself! 

Tapping into the multigenerational dream, 
we’re inspiring a new generation 

of tequila lovers. 
 

Since way-back, passion has been a guest in our home. 
With a series of tasteful experiences—our Blanco, 

Reposado, and soon-to-come Añejo and Cristalino— 
we introduce you to the colorful world of Curamia. 

 Where we enjoy every smooth, citrus note, and toast to 
the feast of family, friendship, and wellness. 

It's in our mexican blood, afterall. 
 

And at our table (you can’t miss it!) 
there’s always  an open seat for you. 

our anthem



SAY GOODBYE TO SPRING BREAK AND HELLO TO 
VIBRANT FAMILY-STYLE MEALS AND DRINKS TOGETHER,  

CELEBRATING WHAT WE LOVE MOST IN LIFE: 
EACH OTHER.

FRIENDS & FAMILY, 
SIPPING SNOBS, 

WELLNESS LOVERS, 
SOON-TO-BE 

FRIENDS...



the landscape of tequila

Vibrant —Genuine —Trailblazer

what describes us best



 
VIBRANT 

LIFEST Y LE  
EXPERIENCE

W ITH A N INCLUSI V E
FEM A LE SPIRIT

GENUINE 
AUTHENTICA LLY 

MEXICA N TEQUIL A—M A DE IN 
JA LISCO & PERFECTED BY A L ATINA 

CHEF—FOR THE WORLD TO ENJOY

what makes us unique

TRAILBLAZING 
DISTILLED BY MODERN METHODS 

RESPECTFUL OF THE COMMUNIT Y & L A ND, 
CH A NGING THE CON V ERSATION A ROUND 

HOW PREMIUM TEQUIL A IS M A DE





A FRESH 
take

ON TEQUILA

LEAD WITH DAFNA'S EXPERTISE, 
PASSION, & CHEF'S PALETTE 

We collaborate with taste makers to create colorful 
content—beyond margaritas—think mixology, 

food pairings, entertaining, wellness and social responsibility,  
all establishing Curamia as a versatile ingredient 

for a life well-lived. 

MAKE PREMIUM TEQUILA INCLUSIVE 
THROUGH OUR VALUE PRICE POINT & LIVED VALUES 

We have a decidedly more feminine approach in a 
male-dominated market. And there's a tribe behind us. 

We’re about the fulfillment found in connection and 
family, from celebrating to just unwinding with your people. 

Ours is a matriarchal legacy we love to share.
And one everyone deserves to enjoy.

WE MAKE A TEQUILA MEXICANS WOULD DRINK 
And we seek to educate Americans on why that matters.

We are culturally authentic, vibrant and relevant.

ENSURE A SUPERIOR TEQUILA  
Always meticulously distilled to traditional Mexican standards,  

we're proudly trailblazing the use of  sustainable, 
modern methods to ensure a premium product that gives back 

to it's place of origin.

how we are 
changing the conversation



the landscape of tequila

The truest spirit

our tagline



CURAMIA
Sip it like a boss, or a Mexican grandmother. 

She was the boss, and our inspiration, afterall. 
Tequila was her Curamia—my cure in Spanish. 

(She was also the original #lamujermasbella)

our name & logotype



 
When there is no mention of tequila elsewhere

the truest spirit the truest tequila

logo tagline lockups



WHAT WE ARE NOT 

exclusively for women 

niche

old-world

highbrow 

rebellious  

debaucherous

exclusive

indulgent

unsustainable

status quo

objectifying of women

WHAT WE ARE 

female founded

special 

mexican 

elevated

empowered 

celebratory

welcoming

vibrant

responsible

trailblazing

in honor of women

brand guardrails



seal of authenticity



WHAT OUR TEQUILA IS NOT
 
typical to the u.s. market 

cheap 

from the highlands of jalisco

mixto

gmo  

full of additives 

harsh 

strong alcoholic taste 

traditionally crushed

high in sugar

exploitive

uses animal labor

for mixing only

a downer

expensive

WHAT OUR TEQUILA IS
 

authentically mexican 

premium 

from the lowlands of jalisco 

100% blue agave 

clean 

pure

mellow 

aromatic 

sustainably diffused

naturally low in sugar 

socially responsible

cruelty free

suited for sipping

an upper 

value

product proof-points



INCLUSIVE, JOYFUL and  BEAUTIFUL

brand expression

The essence of Curamia should be reflected in our 
brand look and feel with a focus on our beautiful product and 

the connections we share with those we love to experience life with—
friends, family, our chosen families, our partners, 

OGs and lovers. 



editorial approach

OUR PHOTOGRAPHY HAS VERVE
 

It's emotional, and intentional but life-like—vibrant, juicy colors 
and select textures, bright crisp light, and eye-catching 

compositions. All elements should be mindful and directed by our 
brand guardrails, relying on our brand palette and the natural 

environment to infuse joy. We want to create photography that feels 
less like 'branding' and more like how life unfolds 

in beautiful moments.

curamia is a brand created with heart and 
intention by a taste-maker in her field. 

so it only makes sense that we collaborate with other 
note-worthy content creators—young, female and 

latina when we can—to tell our story.

Who we choose to turn our camera on reflects a foundational 
belief we share with our audience: 

that personal health, planetary health, inclusivity, and 
social belonging are essential to well being.

We seek to celebrate an active community comfortable in their own 
skin and in front of the camera no matter how they identify,  

how old they are or where they come from.

SUNNY, FRESH, 
BRIGHT, SMOOTH, 
FRUIT-FORWARD, 
and CLEAN





lagoon poolside jaliscan sky

brand palette

Curamia orange sunshine sea salt black tie pink sand

Curamia orange zest guava limon agave

Curamia orange zest guava limon agavecharcoal

brand identity / type colors

primary palette—editorial

secondary palette—social

brand neutrals / backgrounds

silver foil / faux foil decorative accent

plaster creamcloud

 
PMS 1655 C

 
PMS 1655 C

 
PMS 1655 C



primary typeface—titles and short body copy (common with label design)

primary typeface— titles and bold headline copy (common to label design)

primary typeface— text and long form body copy (adapted from investor deck)

display font 1— large headline copy (for use on collateral and social posts)

display font 2a— large headline copy (for use on collateral and social posts)

brand fonts

the truest tequila

HERE'S TO A TEQUILA MEXICANS WOULD DRINK

pull up an adirondack and a glass. 
Gather your friends. Or toast yourself! 

Tapping into the multigenerational dream, 
we’re inspiring a new generation 

of tequila lovers. 

The truest spirit

A LEGACY WORTH SHARING

TEQUILA LOVER
display font 2b— large headline copy (for use on collateral and social posts)

 
AT  Sackers Gothic, small caps

 
Trade Gothic Bold Condensed No.20, caps

 
Mrs. Eaves Roman (sentence case) & Small caps  (no initial caps)

 
Rebeqa Bold, caps or  sentence case, tacking 30

 
Dark Paradise Italic (sentence case), tacking 30

 
Dark Paradise, caps, tacking 30



brand tone & voice

INVITING, ENERGETIC AND DOWN-TO-EARTH  
 

Joyful and dynamic, even when educating about product 
or process. Our tone is always warm, inclusive and 

gracious. As trailblazers, we guide with transparency. 
We don't point fingers. 

Confidence shines through, when we  
celebrate such a pure and unique product, that’s also 
good for building community—by taking care of each 

other, we also care for the terroir.

Our references are on trend, 
mostly rooted in contemporary American culture. 

And our authentic Mexican heritage gets woven in as 
we pass on our legacy: the truest tequila.

style note: 
spanish language can be used as a 

singular thought or idea, 
but not out of context when english is being 

used.

TRUTH-TELLING
FROM HASHTAGS
TO HEADLINES



#THETRUESTSPIRIT
#THETRUESTTEQUILA
#CURAMIATEQUILA

#ALEGACYWORTHSHARING
#WHENINCURAMIA

#CURAMIAGATHERING
#CURAMIATOGETHER 

#GATHERWITHCURAMIA
#CURAMIAATTHETABLE 
#LAMUJERMASBELLA

@cur a mi at equil a

social tags

THE CURAMIA-ISMS
THAT CONNECT 
AND  DEFINE US



AN INVITATION TO MEXICO 
A LEGACY WORTH SHARING 

TRUE TO YOU. TRUE TO MEXICO.  
WELCOME TO A TEQUILA MEXICANS WOULD DRINK 

INSPIRING A NEW GENERATION OF TEQUILA LOVERS  
A FRESH TAKE ON THE FAMILIAR 

WE LOVE TO MAKE AN ENTRANCE
WHEN IN CURAMIA, WE CELEBRATE!

TEQUILA MADE MODERN
SIP, SAVOR, TRAILBLAZE

mantras / headlines



Brand Experience



INSPIRING A NEW 
GENERATION

OF TEQUILA LOVERS

WELCOME TO A
TEQUILA  

MEXICANS WOULD DRINK
TRUE TO YOU. TRUE TO MEXICO.
#alegacyworthsharing

brand expression a



shop      our tequilas     about us

shop      our tequilas     about us

WHEN IN CURAMIA, 
WE CELEBRATE!

shop      our tequilas     about us

THE TRUEST 
SPIRIT
WELCOME TO A BLAZING FRESH TAKE ON TEQUILA
One that’s citrus and sunshine. 
Full-bodied fruit and clean of  additives.  
It travels well, beyond a menu—to dinner parties, 
poolside, oryour kitchen while you cook. 

SHOP TEQUILA

WELCOME 

SHOP NOW

landing pages & digital marketing

Learn more

Curamiatequila This is a tequila that Mexicans would drink. 
Taditionally crafted, sustainably made....

Shop now Shop now

Curamiatequila Curamia (“Cure me” in Spanish) was born from the 
heart of a Mexican chef and the lowlands of Jalisco...

Curamiatequila Gather your friends, family, chosen family, your 
crush(es), or toast yourself! This is tequila with a blazing fresh take 
on what it means to sip. ...

Shop now

Curamiatequila The most exciting new tequila might just be one 
that’s deliciously accessible, yet smooth. And not just for your 
top-shelf trophy case.

MEET

DAFNA
We are pushing the boundaries, we are sticking together, 

we are growing a female space in this business.
—Dafna Mizrahi

WELCOME TO A BLAZING FRESH TAKE TEQUILA
One that’s citrus and sunshine. 

Full-bodied fruit and clean of  additives.  
It travels well, beyond a menu—to dinner parties, 

poolside, oryour kitchen while you cook. 

WELCOME TO A BLAZING FRESH TAKE TEQUILA
One that’s citrus and sunshine. 

Full-bodied fruit and clean of  additives.  
It travels well, beyond a menu—to dinner parties, 

poolside, oryour kitchen while you cook. 

PULL UP AN ADIRONDACK AND A GLASS. 

GATHER YOUR FRIENDS. OR TOAST YOURSELF! 

AN 
INVITATION TO 

MEXICO 



NOTHING ARTIFICIAL. 
LIKE OUR GRANDMOTHERS 

WHO DRANK IT FIRST

the truest tequila

CARAMEL 
 IS FOR LATTES
NOT TEQUILA

the truest tequila
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curamia knows

the curamia social feed

CARAMEL 
is for lattes
NOT TEQUILA

s

Inspiring a new generation of tequila lovers by 
trailblazing a new way to how tequila is made and 
enjoyed. #thetruestspirit 

Cocktail 
Hour

When in
Curamia Press

AN INVITATION 
to

MEXICO

the truest tequila

Events Trailblazers Press

branded templates

influencer programs 
and ugc

found pop art, 
design and copy.

brand franchises: i,e;  
#whenincuramia or  
Behind the Orange Door 
#curamiaatthetable

beautiful product  
photography

proprietary cocktail 
recipes/imagery  
#drinkswithdafna

brand campaign / original 
content shot in Jalisco 
#aninvitationtomexico

original video content 
shot monthly, specifically 
for social

brand event 
coverage & bts

curated lifestyle 
imagery.  
credit sources.



750 ML. OF  
MAKE AN

ENTRANCE

750 ML. OF  
CITRUS AND
SIUNSHINE

750 ML. OF  
EVEN BETTER

WITH AGE

the truest spirit

the truest spirit

collateral & in-store marketing



THE TRUEST SPIRIT 
Don’t be fooled by the sleek bottle. Or its super smooth finish. Trust your taste buds. The 
most exciting new tequila just might be one that’s deliciously accessible, and not just for 
your top-shelf trophy case. Curamia (“Cure me” in Spanish) is straight from the heart of 
a Mexican chef and the lowlands of Jalisco. Traditionally pure-crafted, you can taste the 
sunshine of fruit forward, bright notes, and the polish of a clean, smooth finish.  
Sip it like a boss, or a Mexican grandmother (she was the boss, and our inspiration). 

CURAMIA IS TEQUILA THAT MEXICANS WOULD DRINK 
And those of us who prefer to sip sustainably-made blanco, reposado, and soon-to-come 
cristelleno. Welcome to a blazing fresh take on a true Mexican tequila. One that’s citrus 
and sunshine. Full-bodied fruit and clean of additives. It travels well, beyond  
a menu—to dinner parties, poolside, or your kitchen while you cook. So gather friends 
and family, sipping snobs, wellness lovers, soon-to-be-friends, or enjoy it solo! 
We created this tequila to celebrate life's brightest moments. And we’re thrilled to  
share it with you and your table.

BLANCO 
  

ABOUT 
agave type
Blue Weber / Tequilana Weber

abv / proof
40% abv (80-proof)

fermentation
100% Agave
Fermentationwith and without fibres 
Stainless steel tanks

agave region
Tequila Jalisco

water source
Deep well water

still type
Column & copper pot

crushing
Diffuser

distillation
2x

cooking
Thermal

No additives — Kosher — Natural cork

TASTING NOTES
color 
Transparent with silver hues 

nose
Donut peach, tangerine, mango,  
grated lime zest with floral notes of  
orange blossom and sun riped earth.

taste
Fruity & floral with sweet, warm notes 
of agave, pineapple and pear. 

finish
Bright fiish with subtle notes of salted 
jalapeño & white pepper.

OUR LEGACY
Many generations ago, the most beautiful lady in Mexico was born, though the town could not stop 

talking about her beauty, it was said that her physical fairness paled in comparison to her charitable ,  

unselfish heart. She changed the lives of  many, but as the years went by - and she grew older - truth 

blossomed into mystery. The passage of  time enshrouded her life in secrecy; leaving some to wonder what 

legacy she left behind. The legend of  Curamia.

CURAMIA THE MOST BEAUTIFUL TEQUILA

TASTING NOTES

ESTELA

Curamia’s exceptionally smooth taste - clean, extra-soft, herbal finishes - is a result of  our commitment to 

simplicity and sustainability, as well as authenticity and craftsmanship. Our liquid extraction model is 

recognized by the tequila regulatory council for its sustainability - util izing steam and water for the purest 

taste (and cleanest process) possible. In short, Curamia is as beautiful on the inside as it is on the out - not 

an easy feat when the packaging is so stylish. Our process begins at the top of  the volcano of  tequila, when 

natural spring water trickles down the rugged clif fs to the underground wells below - natural aquifers, 

70-meters beneath the earth’s surface. The volcanic soil enriches the water with essential minerals, which is

harmonized with our tequila through a proprietary process. This combination of  authenticity and

craftsmanship, of  heritage and  innovation, is at the very heart of  Curamia Tequila.

NOSE: Donut peach, tangerine, mango, grated lime zest with floral notes of  orange blossom and sun riped earth.

Coarse salt, for optional rim
1 1/2 ounces Curamia Tequila
1 ounce fresh orange juice
1/2 ounce fresh lime juice
1/2 ounce fresh lemon juice

1/2 ounce fresh grapefruit juice
2 ounce club soda
Lemon, lime and orange wedge 
for garnish

Gather the ingredients
If you like, rim  a cantarito or collins glass with salt after wetting 
the rim with a citrus wedge.
Fill the glass with ice and add the tequila and fresh juices.
Top it off with club soda.
Garnish with a wedge of citrus fruit. Serve and enjoy.

TASTE: Fruity & floral with the sweet warm notes of  fresh agave, pineapple and pear.

FINISH: Bright finish with subtle notes of  salted japaleño & white pepper.

COLOR: Transparent with silver hues.
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Blue Weber / Tequilana Weber

ABV / PROOF
40% abv (80 - proof)

FERMENTATION
100% Agave
Fermentation with and without fibers
Stainless Steel Tanks

DISTILLATION
2X

COOKING
Thermal

(No additives / Kosher / Natural Cork)

STILL TYPE
Column & Copper Pot

CRUSHING
Diffuser

AGAVE REGION
Tequila Jalisco

WATER SOURCE
Deep Well Water
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www.curamiatequila.com

Empire Merchants Pricing
Item Number #3009256
1 BTL: $35
2 BTL: $32
6 BTL: $31.17 

AN INVITATION 
TO MEXICO 

NOW IN WYNWOOD

collateral & in-store marketing

PULL UP AN ADIRONDACK AND A GLASS. 

GATHER YOUR FRIENDS. OR TOAST YOURSELF! 

A TEQUILA
MEXICANS

WOULD DRINK

One that’s citrus and sunshine. 
Full-bodied fruit and clean of  additives.  
It travels well, beyond a menu—to dinner 

parties, poolside, or 
your kitchen while you cook.

CARAMEL 
IS FOR LATTES
NOT TEQUILA

curamia knows



HIGH QUALITY HAPPY,
WITHOUT

HOLLYWOOD HYPE

the truest tequila

CHEERS TO A TEQUILA
MEXICANS

WOULD DRINK

the truest tequila

#alegacyworthsharing #alegacyworthsharing

brand expression b



750 ML.  
OF  

CITRUS &
SUNSHINE

750 ML.  
OF  

LET'S
CELEBRATE

750 ML.  
OF  

EVEN BETTER
WITH AGE

HIGH QUALITY HAPPY,
WITHOUT

HOLLYWOOD HYPE

the truest tequila

NOTHING ARTIFICIAL. 
LIKE OUR GRANDMOTHERS 

WHO DRANK IT FIRST

the truest tequila

CARAMEL 
 IS FOR LATTES
NOT TEQUILA

the truest tequila

collateral & in-store marketing



A FRESH TAKE
ON THE

FAMILIAR

#alegacyworthsharing

PAIRS PERFECTLY 
with LONG WEEKENDS

INSPIRING 
A NEW GENERATION 
OF TEQUILA LOVERS

curamiatequila.com
#alegacyworthsharing

curamiatequila.com
#alegacyworthsharing

brand expression c



a legacy worth sharing

A LEGACY
WORTH

SHARING

#alegacyworthsharing

PAIRS PERFECTLY 
with PICNIC DINNERS

A FRESH TAKE
ON THE

FAMILIAR

#alegacyworthsharing

PAIRS PERFECTLY 
with BRUNCH & BFFs

INSPIRING 
A NEW GENERATION 
OF TEQUILA LOVERS

#alegacyworthsharing

PAIRS PERFECTLY 
with LONG WEEKENDS

A FRESH TAKE 
ON  

TEQUILA

the truest spirit

Cocktail Hour

by dafna mizrahi

MAKE 
CURAMIA'S SIGNATURE

PALOMA

the truest spirit

Mixology

IN 5 EASY STEPS



WE LIKE TO
MAKE AN

ENTRANCE!

brand activations behind the orange door

Iconic visual narratives, seen and shared on 
repeat, make brands not only recognizable but 
note-worthy. Enter a freestanding orange 
door—an eye-catching portal to all things 
Curamia—or gather around our long 
orange table. Use them both or individually 
at events to create a selfy worthy welcome 
to an immersive brand experience.



 AT OUR TABLE 
(YOU CAN’T MISS IT!) 

THERE’S ALWAYS  
AN OPEN SEAT FOR YOU. 

events around the orange table 
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750 ML. OF  

CITRUS AND
SIUNSHINE

HERE'S 
TO A TEQUILA

MEXICANS 
WOULD DRINK

the truest tequila THE TRUEST
SPIRIT

swag, loyalty programs 
& influencer gifting

the truest tequila

TEQUILA 
LOVER



AND TO ALL 
OUR KINDRED TRAILBLAZERS, 

MENTORS & SUPPORTERS,
WE THANK YOU!
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